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Spring has sprung in North America! Days get longer, the 
sun shines brighter and the flowers are starting to bloom. 
Did you know that plants don’t just need sun, dirt and 
rain to grow and reproduce? They also need pollen. 
Pollen is a yellow powder made by one flower and when 
transferred to another flower, allows them to multiply. The transfer of 
pollen from one flower to another is called fertilization. Plants are 
dependent on animals, like our friends the bees  for fertilization to 
occur. 
 

Buzzy Bees: Bees love to climb into pretty, sweet smelling 
native flowers and drink the nectar. In the process, bees 
get the sticky pollen stuck on their legs (like you might get 
dirt on your feet playing outside barefoot). When the bees 

move to the next flower, they leave some of that pollen behind and 
this allows the plants to reproduce (make more plants). 
 
So many Species! There are over 4,000 species of bees 
in North America, making them the most important 
group of pollinators. One type, the Bumble Bee has a 
plump, furry-looking yellow and black body and makes 
a loud buzzing sound. Bumble bees are social; they like 
to live in colonies with friends and family. 
 

What bees need. Bumble bees need the same things all 
animals need for survival. They need food, water, and 
shelter. They hibernate in the winter, building nests in the 
soil. When they wake up, they drink nectar from spring 
flowers. Some build hives underground in soil that is 
surrounded by vegetation (lots of plants) or in thick grass. 

Others nest higher up, in trees or dark sheds. Their food comes from 
flowers, and they need fresh clean water to drink.   
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watch some videos about bees 
Life cycle: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LM7eEitKcIM 
Pollination: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ta154f5Rp5Y 
Design your own Pollinator pathway: https://bit.ly/diypollinator 
Build a model of the bees life cycle using 3DuxDesign templates: 
https://www.3duxdesign.com/blogs/the-3dux-stem-show/episode-7-
life-cycles 
 
 
Activity 1: 
List at least 3 locations in your community where bees can safely build 
a nest. Try to think of 2 that are natural and at least one that is human 
made (like a barn). Use digital and/or community resources for help. 
Ask a bee local specialist, your town’s department of conservation, or 
your community library for help researching this. 
_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

 
List at least 3 places in your community where bees can find native 
plants (plants that naturally occur in your area). Try to think of 2 that 
are natural and at least one that is human made. Use digital and/or 
community resources for help. 
_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 
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List at least 3 places in your community where bees can find fresh 
water. Try to think of 2 natural sources and at least one that is human 
made. Use digital and/or community resources for help. 
_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

Our bees need us! The bee population is dwindling. In 2017, bees were 
placed on the Endangered Species List and if we don’t do something, 
they will become extinct. There are many reasons for this. Pesticides 
that are supposed to kill insects in gardens and on farms also kill the 
bees. Loss of the natural habitat due to urban expansion leaves bees 
with limited area for shelter. And water pollution affects bees’ ability 
to find fresh, potable water to drink.  
 
Name at least 5 locations, structures or activities in your community 
that could be causing bees to die.  
_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

 
Activity 2:  
What do you think would happen if all the bees disappeared? How 
would that affect the plants, people, and other animals in your 
community and on the entire earth? Use additional pages to write a 
more detailed essay with research facts, opinions and potential 
solutions. 
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_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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Activity 3: Design and Build a Pollinator Pathway. Using what you 
learned about all the bee resources and dangers in your community, 
it’s time to build a solution in your neighborhood for the at-risk bee 
population.   
 
Using 3DuxDesign and assorted recycled and craft materials, draft out 
and then build a model of your neighborhood. Be sure to include 
residential (homes) and business (stores) structures, schools and other 
local government buildings, parks, roads, natural water sources, and 
any potential hazards to bees that are in your community. 
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Activity 4: Once your model is made, think of ways you can increase 
resources needed by bees to help make sure that they have plenty 
of access to food, water, and shelter. (For example, perhaps you can 
add a “Native Plant Nursery” in your neighborhood so residents can 
buy and plant more native, bee-supporting foliage for their yards.) List 
or draft out ideas and then add them to your model.  
_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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Game on! Design a Buzzy Bee and Pollinator Pathway Game! 
 
Objective: 
The goal of the game is for each player to protect their bee as it 
navigates the city, collecting at least 5 survival cards on its way back 
home to its hive. Survival cards include plants for food, water to drink 
and shelter for protection. The 5 cards collected MUST include at least 
2 plants to successfully pollinate (first the bee needs to pick up pollen 
from one plant before dropping it off at another plant). The bee is 
successful when it returns to the hive. BUT if the bee passes a hazard – 
the bee will die, and the player loses. 
 
Materials for game: 

1. cardboard model of team’s community 
2. 3DuxDesign 3-way connectors and small cardboard pieces 
3. one set of printed game direction pieces for each player 
4. one set of blank squares per player 
5. one sheet of bee hazard and bee survival cards per team 
6. crayons or markers for making custom game pieces 
7. scissors 
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Getting ready – setting up the board: 
• Each team should include 2-4 players. 
• Each team will lay out their community (the game board). 
• players will work together to cut out bee “survival cards” and 

“hazard cards”,  
• Each player will cutout their own “direction cards”. 
• Team will also create custom survival and hazard cards based 

on their own community resources and potential hazards. 
• Use the survival and hazard cards to label the different structures 

in the community. Game board MUST include at least 5 survival 
cards (including a minimum of 2 plants) and 3 hazards cards. If 
there are no 3D structures for a particular card, 3duxdesign 
connectors to stand up the cards.  

• Each player should stand up their bee using a piece of 
cardboard and (2) 3-way connectors. For round one, each 
player should place their bee in the same location (placing the 
“start” card at an agreed-on location). For future rounds, players 
can set their bee anywhere they like on the board.  
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Different ways to play:  
K-2 Without Community Build/Site Map 
 
If students do not have the 3DuxDesign site map, your facilitator will 
print the full sheet grids to create the game boards. Tape 2 sheets 
together and lay out the start card, 3 hazard cards, 5 survival cards 
and one hive at agreed on squares. Once the board is set up, it’s time 
to play.  
 
Players will take turns placing the direction cards from the start to the 
hive. To win, the bee must pass directly on top of at least 5 different 
survival cards (including at least two different plants) and avoid 
landing on any hazards before ending at the hive. Once the direction 
cards are all set up, the players can “walk” their bee along the path, 
counting survival cards passed along the way. For added challenge, 
players can take turns laying out their own bee pathways with a goal 
to create the shortest distance travelled for the bee. After each player 
takes a turn, each can count their own direction cards. Player with 
the fewest cards wins. 

 
Depending on grade level and interest, the direction cards can be 
either color-specific (more challenging) based on the direction labels 
as shown or can be just placed in the correct orientation.  
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K-2 With Community Build/Site map.  
This game will be played the same way as the paper board but rather 
than landing on top of the survival and hazard cards, the bee will 
need to pass in front of the survival structures and avoid passing in 
front of the hazards. To set up the game, players need to place a 
“start” piece and the end pieces (the hive) at agreed-on locations.  
 
 
Grades 3-5 Without Community Build/Site Map. 
If students do not have the 3DuxDesign site map, you can use the full 
sheet grids to create their game board. Tape 2-4 sheets together and 
lay out the start card, 3 hazards, 5 survival cards and one hive. Once 
the board is set up, it’s time to play.  
 
Players will take turns placing the direction cards in front of themselves 
but off the game board. Once all players have completed, each 
player will test the path by laying their direction cards directly on the 
board, following the path they created.  To win, the bee must pass on 
top of at least 5 different survival cards (including at least two different 
plants to ensure pollination) and avoid landing on any hazards before 
ending at the hive. Once the direction cards are all set up, the players 
can “walk” their bee along the path, counting survival cards they 
landed on along the way. For added challenge, players can take 
turns laying out pathways with a goal to create the shortest distance 
travelled for the bee. After each student takes a turn, each can count 
their own direction cards. Player with the fewest cards wins. 
 
Players can increase the challenge by adding more survival and 
hazard cards to the game. You can also draw your own cards based 
on your community, make new rules and customize the game! 
 
 
Grades 3-5 With Community Build and Site Map. Teams of up to 4 can 
play at one time. To set up the board, players will place the start piece 
and the end piece (the hive) at agreed on locations on the 
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community mat. Players work together to lay out blank squares along 
all the pathways on the map to help them measure out units along 
the path.  
 
To play the game, each player will use their own direction cards to 
layout their pathway in front of themselves but off the game board. 
Once all players have completed, each player will test their path by 
laying their direction cards on the board, following the path they 
created. Each player’s path must pass a minimum of 5 survival cards 
(including at least two plants), avoid all 
hazards before ending at the hive. 
Player with the shortest pathway 
(fewest direction cards used) wins.  
 
**Each player has a different 
perspective of the game board and 
should lay out direction cards based on 
their own position.  
 
Added challenge 
Teams of 4 players. Without placing the blank cards on the board, 
each player should try to design the shortest path to pass 5 bee 
survival cards without passing a hazard, and end at the hive. Players 
need to estimate the distances. When each player is done, the group 
will test each players’ code by laying out the direction cards directly 
on the pathway. Player with the shortest pathway (fewest direction 
cards used) wins. **each player has a different perspective of the 
game board and should lay out direction cards based on their own 
position. 
 
Try these fun Extensions: 

 
*** Super-Charged LED Lit Game. Students can learn about circuits by 
incorporating LED lighting into the project. For example, teams can 
use paper circuits (in 3DuxDesign GOBOX-PRO kit) to light up the hive 
only when the bee arrives. In this case, players can build an 
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incomplete circuit and add conductive tape to the bee’s feet. When 
the bee arrives, it will complete the circuit. Players should include LED 
lights in any way they choose to improve the game design. 
 
*** Gotta Robot? see if students can replace the paper bee with a 
robot (Sphero mini, Ozobot and other small robots will work best). 
 
Level up with Computational Thinking 
How can a computer play this game? Computational thinking is 
coming up with a plan for how we get computers (in this case a robot) 
to do human work. There are several steps in this process, but much of 
this hard work was already done! 

1. Decomposition means breaking down or defining the problem – 
We did this already when we identified that there are key 
features bees need for survival and a variety of factors that risk 
their survival. 

2. Gathering, Analyzing Data / finding patterns – We collected 
data from our research and identified factors that support bees 
and those that put their survival at risk 

3. Abstractions means reducing the complexity of the problem 
and categorizing the problem in a way that allows us to focus 
only on key factors. We did this by making 2 categories: Bee 
Hazard cards and Bee Survival cards 

4. Algorithm design – means designing a simple set of steps to solve 
a problem. For a computerized robot to perform the game, our 
game cards this must be translated into something a robot could 
understand. Since a robot doesn’t understand that pesticides kill 
bees and that pollinator plants support them, we need to take 
our abstractions and translate them into a code that a robot can 
understand. Can you think of a code that a robot would be able 
to understand? How would you redesign this game for a robot 
(acting as a bee) can determine its own pathway through the 
community? 
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A Day at the Races 
Build and Race a Motorized Bumble Bee Bot 

 
Learning about electricity and circuits is much more fun when you 
work together to build your own Bee Bot! 
 
What is electricity? 
Electricity is a type of energy that can flow from one place to another. 
It is a huge part of your everyday life. For starters, it keeps your home 
and school warm in the winter and cool in the summer. It is used to 
make your lights, microwave, and hair dryer work.  
 
To understand electricity, you must first understand what an atom is 
because electricity comes from atoms. Everything in the universe is 
made of atoms. Atoms are tiny particles (way too small to see without 
special microscopes). They are so small a single ant is made of billions 
of atoms!  
 
Atoms have three parts. The center (called the 
nucleus) is made of protons (which have a positive 
charge) and neutrons (which have no charge). The 
outer part of an atom has electrons which have a 
negative charge. Electrons can float and spin (or 
orbit) around the nucleus but they typically stay close 
because the negatively charged electrons are attracted to the 
positively charged nucleus. But electrons can also float from away 
from one atom to another. The flow of electrons from one material to 
another is called current electricity. 
 
Electricity is made from releasing energy stored in materials and other 
natural sources by the flow of electrons to another material.  
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Where does electricity come from? 
The easy answer is that it comes from a socket in the wall. 
But that’s not where it really comes from. It starts with an 
energy source like wind or solar power. This energy is 
then converted into electricity as electrons flow along 
wires and ultimately travel to your home. Electricity can 
be stored at your community energy station and flows along wires to 
get to your home. It can also be stored in a battery. We will be 
creating circuits with batteries in our project. 
 
When electrons flow from the negative side of a battery, through a 
conductor (metal wire) and then to the positive side, that is a 
complete circuit, or a closed circuit. This creates current electricity. If 
you connect a conductor directly to both sides of a battery, it’s called 
a short circuit. When you create a short circuit, two things happen…  

1. you waste the electricity because this will drain all the energy out 
of the battery 

2. the wires will get REALLY HOT! A short circuit is something that 
should NEVER create. It can cause severe burns and fires. 

The same is true for the electricity that comes through the wires in your 
home. 
But if you put a resistor somewhere along the circuit, the electricity 
can be used to power something. A resistor (also called a load) can 
be a light bulb, a motor, an appliance in your home, a car and lots of 
other things. If there is a load along the circuit, much of the energy is 
used by it so there is less energy being release as heat. The wires won’t 
get quite as hot (but they can still burn you). When you add a light 
bulb, the energy is seen as light. When you add a motor, the energy 
is used to spin the motor.  

Have you ever noticed that all electrical wires in your home are 
covered in plastic or rubber?  Metal is a conductor, so 
electricity can flow through it. But conductors that have 
current electricity going through them can get very hot. 
Plastic is called an insulator; electricity cannot flow 
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through it. When you touch the plastic-covered wire, you will not get 
a shock or hot. If you were to put uncovered metal into a socket, you 
would get electrocuted!  

The Simple Circuit 
We know you are excited to power up your Bumble Bee Bot. We are 
too. But first we need to review a few things about electricity.  
 
Electricity, as you know, is a form of energy. It can flow through 
conductive wires or stored in one place, like in a battery. When it stays 
in one place, it is called static electricity, and when it flows, it is called 
a current (like water flowing in a river). For this activity, you will be 
making the electricity flow from the battery to the load that you want 
to power up (like a motor) and then back to the battery. You will be 
creating a loop, or a closed circuit.  
 
Simple circuit open/closed   
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We will be using a special kind of load called a vibrating 
motor and a special type of battery called a lithium button 
battery. These batteries are small and safe to use for 
activities but are poisonous if eaten! 
 
It’s all about Friction:  
In this activity, the vibrating motors have off-center weights inside. 
This makes them wobble when the motor inside spins. Without careful 
design choices, your Bumble Bee Bot will tend to move randomly or 
spin in circles. The key to making them move in a straight line 
is directional friction. You can do this by making sure the parts of the 
robot that contact the ground have more friction in one direction 
than the other. Think about rubbing your finger along sandpaper—it 
will be rough in any direction. Now think about petting a dog — it will 
feel smooth in one direction but rough in the other direction. The 
same concept is true for your Bumble Bee Bot. Bots with slanted legs 
will tend to move in one direction. 
 

 
 
FUN FACT: How much energy is stored in a battery is called a volt. A 
battery needs to have enough volts to power different loads. Most 
lithium button batteries have 1.5-3 volts. Your vibrating motors need 
1.5-3 volts.  
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Building a Bumble Bee Bot: 
materials:  

• cardboard shapes (like 3DuxDesign 1-2.5” shapes) 
• 3DuxDesign connectors  
• assorted items for “feet” including pipe 

cleaners, tooth picks, Q-tips, straws etc. 
• mini vibrating motor (either supplied by 

3DuxDesign or ordered at Brown Dog 
Gadgets 

• 1.5-3V lithium button battery (with adult 
supervision) 

• clear tape  
• 2-sided foam adhesive tape if available 

will help attach the battery. 
 
Build your Bot for speed: 
Your Bee Bot can be designed and built in a million different ways! The 
only requirement is that your Bumble Bee Bot includes a closed circuit 
that allows it to move. The goal will be to design it so the the bot moves 
forward and moves fast. Experiment with different sized bots, different 
leg materials and positions to get the bot to move (mostly) in one 
direction and quickly.  
 
Set up your track.  
Each team will design their own bot track using 3DuxDesign 
connectors and assorted cardboard shapes. 
• Each team should have access to the same track materials and 
• Each team should have access to the same surface like a table 

made if the same material or floor. (teams can add paper, tape or 
other materials to adjust the speed as long as each team has the 
same options). Tracks can be straight or have turns. 

• Tracks need a “start” and “end” sign placed appropriately. 
• The center of each track should be the same length. 24”- 36” is 

recommended but this will be determined by the facilitator. 
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The Rules: 
• Once all teams have completed their bot and track design, the 

game can begin.  
• Each team will place their bot at the start of the track 
• Your facilitator will call out 3..2..1 GO! 
• The Team with the first bot to reach the finish line wins. If a team 

needs to adjust their bot during the race (which WILL happen), they 
can, but the Bumble Bee Bot needs to begin at the start again.  

• First bot to cross the finish line wins!! 
 
Reflections: 
After the race is complete, your team should take time to describe  

1. How did you design your bot for speed? 
2. Why you chose the particular materials,  
3. Why did you choose the size and shape of your bot.  
4. Describe if your bot was successful. Why or why not?  
5. What changes might you make to your bot next time? 
6. Describe how you designed the track for your bot 
7. Why did you design the track that way? 
8. Was the track design successful? Why or why not? 
9. What changes might you make to your bot next time? 

 
 
 
 
 
  


